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In this article you will find our compiled GRADE 10 Teachers Guide. We aim to complete all GRADE 10 Teachers Guide to make them available to our fellow teachers and help them complete their resources to make their efforts more focused on the actual learning process. You'll find the GRADE 10 Teachers Guide to download links at the bottom of this article. If you have time, please read the article below for more information about
the K-12 curriculum. COMMUNICATIVE COMPETENCE AND MULTILITERRACIES The ultimate goal of the Language Arts and Multiliteracies curriculum is to train graduates who apply language conventions, principles, strategies and skills in (1) interaction with others, (2) understanding and exploring other areas of content, and (3) taking offense at themselves in any area of effort in which they can participate. Communication
competence. Communicative competence is a synthesis of knowledge of basic grammatical principles, knowledge of how language is used in social conditions to perform communicative functions, and how knowledge of utterances and communicative functions can be combined in accordance with the principles of discourse. Communication competence is classified by the following competencies. Grammatical/Linguistic Competence
means the acquisition of phonological rules, morphological words, syntax rules, semantic rules and lexical elements. Sociolinguistic competence refers to the pragmatic aspect of different speeches, namely cultural values, norms and other socio-cultural conventions in a social context. This is the context and subject of discourse, the social status of the participant, gender, age and other factors that influence the styles and registers of
speech. Since different situations require different types of expressions, as well as different beliefs, attitudes, values and attitudes, the development of sociolinguistic competence is essential for communicative social action. Sociolinguistic rules of use and rules of discourse were crucial for interpreting statements of social meaning, especially when the literal meaning of the statement did not lead to the speaker's easy intention.
Strategic competence is to do with knowledge of verbal and non-verbal strategies to compensate for breakdown, such as self-retreance and at the same time to improve communication efficiency, such as recognition of the structure of discourse, activation of background knowledge, contextual guesswork, and tolerant ambiguity. Multi-literate multifaceted (multifaceted literacy practices) recognize that there are many types of literacy in
our society. include traditional text-using literacy practices, as well as new literacy techniques using popular culture texts such as movies. Social literacy encompasses the way we communicate and share meaning in our society, while professional literacy is linked to the concept of literacy for schools in the workplace. The curriculum is designed to help students acquire highly advanced literacy skills that enable them to understand
that English is the most widely used means of communication in trade and the arts, science, mathematics and the world economy. In addition, the curriculum is designed to help students understand that English is a dynamic social process that responds and reflects changing social conditions, and that English is inextricably linked to values, beliefs and ways of thinking about ourselves and the world in which we live. Through multiliterate literacy skills, students will be able to appreciate and be sensitive to socio-cultural diversity and understand that the meaning of any form of communication depends on context, purpose and audience. Source: Department of Education We are always on the process of downloading the GRADE 10 Teachers Guide. As suggested, here are the links to the files. The rest of the files will be downloaded soon. Please check this
section from time to time. Download these files for free. No Adfly. The virus is free. Safer. Faster. Available GRADE 10 Teachers Guide TO THE ECONOMIC ESP FILIPINO MAPEH MATHA SCIENCE Share on Facebook Tweet Follow us Share Share Share of the Shares of the 50% OFF on all training packages of the 2019 - 2020 DepEd Tambayan. DepEd Tambayan is committed to providing free resources for our fellow teachers.
Let these downloadable resources help you and reduce your time in document execution so that your efforts can be focused on the actual learning process. Mabuhai ang mg guro! What is a K to 12 teacher guide? The purpose of the K to 12 Teachers Guide is to help teachers prepare units of work that integrate listening, speaking, reading, writing, and learning. The Teacher's Guide helps teachers think about the important goals of
the curriculum and the opportunities children need to succeed in achieving their goals. The K-12 Teacher Guide helps teachers expand the range of teaching methods. It also encourages teachers to think about the best conditions for literacy. The K-12 (TG) Teachers' Guide and Students' Material (LM) are resources used to prepare daily lessons. Additional resources include materials from the Learning Management and
Development System (LRMDS) portal, textbooks and other materials, whether digital, multimedia or online, including it's the teacher did. However, materials should be used by teachers as resources, not as a curriculum. Evaluation is a continuous, planned process using different forms of tasks to identify, collect and interpret student performance information. It includes processes to generate and gather evidence of achievement,
evaluate evidence, record results and use this information to understand and assist in the development of the learner in order to improve the learning and teaching process. The assessment should be both informal (assessment for learning) and formal (assessment of training). In both cases, students should be provided with regular feedback to improve the quality of their education. Download this teacher guide (TG) 2019 - 2020 files
for free. No Adfly. No pop-up messages. The virus is free. Safer. Faster. Description This material consists of lesson guides designed to help teachers have a broad knowledge of students' freedom of choice and our ability to be responsible for the choices we make. Goal 1. It is recognized that the actions of mankind are ready if they and they are the result of the free conversion of conscience 2. Each factor is recognized as influencing
a person's responsibility for the consequences of his or her actions and decisions 3. Exploring the actions responsible for the 4. Analysis of situations that affect the willingness to act because of ignorance, strong feelings, fears, violence and habits 5. Analyzes the personal believing that actions should be responsible and carried out in a way that is responsible for actions. Analysis of personal decisions based on factors that affect a
person's accountability on the consequences of behavior and decision-making steps to shape his ability to properly and well manage D to 12th Grade 10 Educational Acts Human Educators Yes Department of Education, Use, Copy, Print 0 Byt App/PDF Adobe PDF Reader 80 pages 1. D EPED C Or PY I Education on Hunting This book presents if this book is a partnership prepared and reviewed by teachers from public and private
schools and standards. We encourage teachers and others in education to email their comments and suggestions to the Department for Education in action@deped.gov.ph. Your comments and suggestions are important to us. 10 Department of Education Republicans Guide to Teaching Group 1 All Rights Protected. No part of this material has been reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means - electronic or mechanical
photocopy - without written permission from DepEd's Central Office. First edition, 2015. VISIT DEPPA HTTP://RICHARDRRR.BLOGSPOT.COM/ 1. The center is top breaking headlines and current events related to the Department of Education. 2. Offers free materials that you can use and and 2. D EPED C or PY Ii Education - Tenth Grade Learning Guide 2015 ISBN: Copyright Notice. Article 176 of the National Government Act
states: 8293: There can be no right to any quote in any work of the Philippine Government. However, the consent of the Government or The Office is first required in cases where work has been done to reflect on the author. Among the potential agencies that an agency or office can do is to release royalty payments as a condition. Works/materials (stories, compilations, poems, songs, photos, product or brand names, brands or
trademarks, TV shows, movies, etc.) used in this book are in the possession of their own. Adopted in an agreement with the Department of Education and Licensing Film Society (FILCOLS), Inc. has confirmed that FILCOLS is a request for permission to own works borrowed and used here. The publisher and authors did not claim that the rights were not in demand. Secretary of the Department of Education: Br. Armin A. Luistro FSC
Second Secretary: Dina S. Ocampo, PhD Development Guidelines for Teaching Consultants: Manuel B. Dai Jr., Ph.D. and Fe A. Hidalgo, PhD Editor: Louisita B. Peralta Writers: Mary Jean B. Brizuela, Patricia Jane S. Arnedo, Geffry A. Guevara Valdez, Suzanne M. Rivera, Elsie G. Celeste, Elsie G. Celeste, Elsie G. Celeste, Elsie G. Celeste, Elsie G. Celeste, Elsie G. Celeste, Elsie G. Celeste, Elsie G. Celeste, Elsie G. Celeste,
Elsie Celeste, Elsie G. Celeste, Elsie G. Celeste, Elsie G. Celeste, Elsie G. Celeste, Elsie G. Celeste, Elsie G. Celeste, Elsie G. Celeste, Elsie G. Celeste, Elsie G. Celeste, Elsie G. Celeste, Elsie G. Celeste, Elsie G. Celeste, Elsie G. Celeste, Elsie G. Celeste, Elsie G. Celeste, Elsie G. Celeste, Elsie G. Celeste, Elsie G. Celeste, Elsie G. Celeste, Elsie G. Celeste, Elsie G. Celeste, Elsie G. Celeste, Elsie G. Celeste, Elsie G. Celeste,
Elsie G. Celeste, Elsie G. Celeste, Elsie G. Celeste, Elsie G. Celeste, Elsie G. Celeste, Elsie G. Celeste, Elsie G. Celeste, Elsie G. Celeste, Valdez, Suzanne M. Rivera, Elsie G. Celeste, El Rolando W. Balona Jr., Benedict Daniel O.Ll T. Gayola Drawer: Gilbert B. zamora Layout: Jerby S. Mariano Managers: Dir. Jocelyn Dr. Andalaya, Jose D. Tuguinayo Jr., Elizabeth G. Kamano, and Louisita B. Peralta Printed by the Philippines FEP
Printed Corporation Department of Education-Instruction Materials Board Secretariat (DepEd-IMCS) Address: , DepEd Complex Meralco Avenue, Pasig City Philippines 1600 Telefax: (02) 634-1054 or 634-1072 Email Address: imcsetd@yahoo.com All Rights Reserved. No part of this material has been reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means - electronic or mechanical photocopy - without written permission from
DepEd's Central Office. First edition, 2015. 3. D EPED C or PY Content Record First Mark Module1: People..................... 1 What do you expect to show?.................................................. 3 Preview Fortn................................................... 3 Opening Dating Knowledge....................................... 4 Developing skills, skills and understanding............. 5 Deepening Applying learning................................................... 8 Module: Very approximate
thinking............... 11 What do you expect to show? ............................................... 13 Fortella Preview....................................................... 13 Discovery Dating Knowledge.................................... 14 Developing skills, skills and understanding.............. 15
Pride...............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
16 Application of learning.............................. 19 Module3: Building a consensus based on the laws of natureMoral ......... 27 What do you expect to show? ............................................... 29 Fortella Preview...................................................................................................................................................... 29 Discovery Dating Knowledge....................................... 30 Development of skills, skills and understanding.............. 30
Deepening.................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 31 Application of learning.............................. 33 Module4: Accountable freedom..................... 38 What do you expect to demonstrate? ............................................... 40 Fortella Preview...................................................... 41 Discovery dating Knowledge.................................... 42 Development
of skills, skills and understanding.............. 43
Depth.................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 44 Application
of learning................................. 47 All rights are reserved. No part of this material has been reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means - electronic or mechanical photocopy - without written permission from DepEd's Central Office. First edition, 2015. 4. D EPED C Or PY Republican Department DepLoyment DepComplex, MeralcoAvenue City December 2013 Kto12Akukukukukukukukukukutung In HUMANitulation Step10
All rights reserved. No part of this material has been reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means - electronic or mechanical photocopy - without written permission from DepEd's Central Office. First edition, 2015. 5. D EPED C OR PY VIII Kto12BASICECURRICULUM THE BASIC CONSEQUENCESunemployment RISe, result, studying the skills of sexual violence-twenty thousand. upang: 1.mamuhayatmagtrabaho
2.malinangangkanyangmgapotensiyal 3.magpasiyanangmapanuriatbataysaimpormasyon 4.makakilosnangepektibosalipunanatpamayanansakonstonstongsandaigdiganupangmapabutianguringkanyangpamumuhayatngkanan lipunan (LiteracyCoordinatingCouncil,Setyembre1997). IbinatayangkaulunatagalatanantaanitoosaApatnaBayan (Pillar)ngedukasionatsonssoptonongosutunkoxamga panhabambuhainakayahan (life force)
nabinuong MesyanComissonDepacationarasaika-21si. Angsumusununan ipagatalastan, (b) nag-iisipnangmapanuriatmyakayahanglumutasuliranin, (c)ginagamitangmgalikasman nangmapanagutananaparasusunodnasalinlahiat (d)produktibo, napauunladangsariliatangpakikikapwa SaEdukasyonsaPagpapakatao (EsP), angpalatandaandaanobatayangkakaykayanngfunctionall
diseaseagpapasyaatkumikilosnangmapanagutantungungosa kabutihangpanlala. Ibigsabihin,nilaayonngEsPnalinanginatpaunlaranangpagkataongtagkalngmag-aaral.AngEsPaynaglalayonggabayanang- aaralnamahanap/matagpuanangkabulululululu nghanankanyangbuhay,angpapelniyasalipunangPilipinoupangmakiagisiyapapagtataayapamayanang pinaiiralangkatotohanan,kalayaan,katarunganatpmamahal.
Upangmaipamalasito,kailangangtaglayniyaanglimangpangunahingkakayahan (macro skills) :p ag unawa, pagninilay,pagsangguni,pagpapasiyaatpagkilos. 1.Pag-unawa. Mahalagangmaipamalasniyaangkakakakahahinuhaangmgakonsoatprinsipyongnagbigay-paLiwanagsasarilingkaranasan, mgasitwasyongnamasid,sinuriatpinagnilayangaangangobhekgamantaamantayan.
2.Pagninilay.Sagitnangmabilisnadaloyngimpormasyonatingayngkapaligiran,kailangangmag-ukolngpanahonangmag-aaralsamaingatat malalimnapag-iisipsamgasitwasyongnaobserbahtmgakonsptongnatutuhantung. 3.Pagsangguni.Kailanganghumingisiyangpayoogabaysamgataayhigitnakaalamanokamanokasanasanayansamoralnamumumumuyatmarunong magsala (weight)
ngmgaimpormasyongaiba'tibanguringtaaysaobheib00manmanmanmanmanmanmanmanmanman. 4.Pagpapasiya.Kailangmatutosiyangbuongsarilingposisyon,paniniwala,paninindiganokilosnaisagawabataysaobhektibongpamantayan ngmoralnapamumuhay. All rights are reserved. No part of this material can be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means - electronic or mechanical, including photocopying - without the
written permission of depEd's Central Office. First edition, 2015. 6. D EPED C O PY ix Kto12BASICEDUCATIONCURCULUM 5.Pagkilos.Mahalagangmailapatniyaangseptooprinsipnahinuhamulasamgakonkretong sitwasyonngbuyateipakitaangkahandaang isabuhayangmgamabutugali (virtues)nanatutuhanbataysabhektibongpamantayanngmoralnapamumuuhay.
AngmgapangunahingkakayahangitoaynililinangsaapatnatemasabawattaonsaraangexpandingpiralmulaKindergartenhanggangGrade12.Ang PambansangPag-unladapacikbagisPandaigdigagPagkakaisa, ap (d)Paghkamaka-DiosatPreserciasaKabutihan.Pitongpangunahing pagpapahalaga (corevalues)angilinnilangsamgatemangito:KalusuganatPakikiisasaKalikasan,KatotohananatPaggalang,PagmamahalatKabutihan,
Ispiritwalidad,Kapapaananat Katarungan, Lykas-kayangPag-unlad, Pahkamaka-PilipinoatPaquiikibagisPambancesPatkakais (ValuesEducationforthe Filipino:1997TheDECSValuesValuationProgram,ph.10-11). AngPilosopiyaatmgaBatayangTeoryangPagtuturo-Pagkatuto AngBatayangKonseptwalngEdukasyonsaPagpapakataybataysapilosopiyangPersonalismotungkolsapagkataongtaoatsaEtikangKabutihangAsal (VirtueEthics).
AyonsapilosopiyangPersonalismo,nakaugatlagisapagpapakataoangatingmgaugnayan. Niilihananatinangpagakakatation papipakapakawa. SaVirtueEthicsnaman,sinasabingangisangmabuttaoagsabuyngavirtueomabutgawi (habits)atumiiwassamga bisyoomasamanggawi. Samakatvid, anggpabutyatayangtaglastaggatangsauhaingmeinggmabutinggutinggavi.
Samurangedadna6hanggang12taon,maaaringhindipalubosnamaunawaanngisangbataangkanyangagkataobilangtaoayonsapaLiwanagng pilosopiyangPersonalismo.Ngunitmaaarisiyangsanayinsamwavirtueatpagpapahalagaupang8 mauunawaanniyanadapatsiyangmagpakabutihindilamangsapagkatitoanginaasahansakanyanglipunankidahiltaosiya-maydignidadatlikas angpagigingmabuti. Maidignydanghadhadahildildiaibukodtangiathayyanshanankaw, SaDiyos, atkalikasan. AngInteraktibongTeoryangPagkatuto (SocialLearningTheory)niAlbertBandura,PagkatutongPangkaranasan (Experimental Learning)niDavidKolb, Konstruktibismo (constructivism)atTeoryangPamimilingKurso (TheoryofCareerDevelopment)niGinzberg,et.al.atSuperangibapangteoryana nagpapaLiwanagkungpaanonatutoutgangmag-aaralsaEsP.
AyonsapaLiwanagngInteraktibongTeoryangPagkatuto (SocialLearningTheory)niAlbertBandura,maaaringmakusapagmamasidsaibangtaoang mgapagkatutotuladngpagkakaroonngmabutingugatbagongimpormasyon. Ayonparinsateoryangito,mahalagaangmgainiisipngtaosakanyang pagkatutongunitunitdinangangangmagbubungaitongpagbabagosakilos. Angmgakaranasandinangpinagkukunannggagkatkatutoayonkayonkayonkayonkayon
davidKolbataTeoryangPagkatutongKonstruktibismo.AyonsaTeoryang PagkatutongPkaranasanniKolb, angmganasaedad (adults )aynatutosapamagitanngangilpagninilaysanilangggakaranasan, pagbuong mgakonkyonoonoinsightmulasamgaito,atpaglalapatngggaitosaangkodkopnamgasitwasyonungbuhay. SinuporthanangpananangpanawniKolbteoria
ngKonstruktibismo.Sinasabingteoryangitonanagkakarnngpagkatutoangtaogagagawangkabuluhan (meaning) bataysakanmgakaranasan. All rights are reserved. No part of this material can be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means - electronic or mechanical, including photocopying - without the written permission of depEd's Central Office. First edition, 2015. 7. D EPED C O PY x
Kto12BASICEDUCATIONCURRICULUM guroatngkanyanmalihalihaingparaan. Nailalapatanggtagtagutungugagagagagamgagasugasiyatkunkunkukunkupsursopezion.AyonsaTheoriangujerDevelopmentninaGinsberg, et.al.atSuper,dumadaansaiba'tibangyugtoangpagapasangabababataukolsakursoopropesyonbataysakangpagtinginsasarililili (self-deprecent), salubin (attitude)atmgapagpapahalaga.
Tinatananggapotinanguyangianggisangsangsurubaabababababesion (halimbawa, makilosng kanyangylongaionsapropsionito)atsatinuturingniyangmahalaga (halimbaba,malakingsweldablaglilingkodsalipu. MgaDisiplinangEdukasyonsaPagpapakatao AngnilalamanatistrakturangEdukasyonsaPagpapakataoaukakakaanklasadaangdisiplina:EthicsatCareerGuidance.AngEtikaayangsiyensyang moralidadngkilosngtao.
SamantalangCareerGuidancenamanangpaggabaysamag-aaralnamagpasiyangkursongakademiko,siningatisportso teknikal-bokasyonalnatnatugmasakanyangmgatalento,kakayahanataptitudeattratrabahonglangangindustriya. MgaDulogsaPagtuturo Angmgapangunahingdulognagagamitinsapagtuturongakonseptoayangpagpapasyangetikal (ethical solution)sapamamagitanngpagsus angPanlipunan-PandamdamingPagkatuto (Socialemotional), atpagpaplanongkursongakademikoteknikal-bokasyonal. Angpaggawangpagpapasyangkalomoralayangpagbuongpasiyanamaypreensyasakabutihamagpapatingkadomaglilinangngpagkatataong tao. Prosesoitonakinapapaloobanng(a)pag-alamsamgadetalyengsitwasyonat (b)maingatnapagsasaalang-alangmgamoralnapapapapapahalagana mahalagasaisangsitwasyon.
Mahalagarinditoangpagigingsensitibosamgaaspetongmoralngmgasitwasyonsapang-araw-arawnabuhayatang kamalayansamgataoopangkatnamaaapektuhanngpasiya. AngPanlipunan-PandamdamingPagkatuto (Social-emotional)ayangpagkakarungnggakakakakahanganlangansapkilaatpamahalang sarili, paglinangngngpagmamalasakitsakapwa,paggawangmapanagutangpasiya,pakikipagugnayan,atpagharapnangepektibosamgamapanghamong sitwasyon. Paraanitetongpaglinangngmgakayhanggmangmang-aaralupaangmagmagtagmagamagaagaisamgawaisabaisabai.Nahatisalimanguriang kaihanga:KamalaiangPansari, PammakhalagArili, KamalaiangPanapanga. All rights are reserved. No part of this material can be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means - electronic or mechanical, including
photocopying - without the written permission of depEd's Central Office. First edition, 2015. 8. D EPED C O PY xi Kto12BASICUCATIONUCCULUM Figure1.AngBatayangKonseptwalngEdukasyonsaPagpapakatao PilosopiyangPersonalismo All rights reserved. No part of this material can be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means - electronic or mechanical, including photocopying - without the written permission of
depEd's Central Office. First edition, 2015. 9. D EPED C O PY xii Kto12BASICEDUCATIONCURRICULUM DeskripsyonngAsignatura forms of youth. It refuses to shape the accountability of young people. This means ethnicity-study. To and to manipulate, he or she must have a fifth major (macrocills) :p graded, reflections, reflections, decision makers. Cleavelovs fromKindergarten to Batte 1000,000 Regulators: (a)Accountability
(b)Communication, (c)Global Unity Observers, and d) Financial Permanent Power. STANDARDS (LEARNINGAREASTANDARDS) Analysis of aggressive accountability, families, as countries, countries/globalization; strong and functional accountability. BASIC STANDARDS (KEYSTAGESTANDARDS) K-Bait3Bait4-6Baith7-10 Analysis of my understanding of vulnerability, family, love, community, nations and happy lifestyle.
Demonstrative understanding of concepts reflects accountability, family, love, holiness/global warming. Obviously, these are concepts that are responsible, character, family and friendship, society, making moral and decisive behavior responsible for independent living arrangements. All rights are reserved. No part of this material has been reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means - electronic or mechanical photocopy without written permission from DepEd's Central Office. First edition, 2015. 10. D EPED C OR PY xiI Kto12BACURRICULUM THE BASIC CONSEQUENCES OF COPING GRADELEVELS (StandardS) /Level) STATUTORY K demonstrators understand independent independence, as guided by the mixing press. 1 Demonstrative understanding of independence, both countries and dishonesty. 2 Observations of the understanding of
independent, both countries, Godat on its creators related to the community. 3 A follow-up understanding of appreciation for the governance and management responsible for self-deprecation, both communities and communities, nations and gods. 4 Demonstrative understanding of a significant analysis of appreciation, correctly, a peaceful way of life, both countries and gods. 5
pananagutanatpagsasabuynggggaitotungosamasaya,mapayapaatmaunladnapamumuhayparasasarili/mag-anak, kapwa/pamayanan,bansa/daigdigatDiyos. All rights are reserved. No part of this material can be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means - electronic or mechanical, including photocopying - without the written permission of depEd's Central Office. First edition, 2015. 11. D EPED C O PY xiv
Kto12BASICEDUCATIONCURCULUM BAITANGPAMANTAYAN 6 Naipamamalasngmag-aaralangpag-unawasamgagawainnatumutututongsapag-angat ngsarilingdignidad,pagmamahalsakapwa namaymapanagutangpagkilosatpagpapasiyatungosamaayos,mapayapaatmaunladnapamumuhayparasakabutihangpanlahat. 7 Naipamamalasngmag-aaralangpagunawasamgaangkopnainaanahangkakayhangatkilossapanahonngpagdadalaga/ pagbibinata,kakayahanattalento,hiligatpagkataongtaotungosapagtupadngggatungkulinsasarili,sakapwa,sabansa/daigdigatsaDiyosatpagtatakdangmithiinupangmapanagutanangkahihinatnanngmgapasyaatkilos. 8 Naipamamalasngmag-aaralangpag-unawasalayuninkahalagahanngpamilyaatpakikipagkapwaupangmagingmapanagutansa pakikipagugnayansaibatungosamakabuluhangbuysalipunan. 9Naipamasngaggagg-aaralangpag-unawasamgacongaptonolsapgaugaggagangangagrilungagrogonggos tamangpagpilingkursunabulaynabuhakhakakakakakakakapaaki-pakinabakanakanakanakananakana. 10 Naipamamalasngmag-aaralangpag-unawasamgakonseptotungkolsapagkaongtao,makataongkilos,pagpapahalagangmoral
atmgaisyungmoralatnagpapasyaatkumikilosnangpreperensyasakabutihanupingmatatat. All rights are reserved. No part of this material can be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means - electronic or mechanical, including photocopying - without the written permission of depEd's Central Office. First edition, 2015. 12. D EPED C O PY XV GABAYPangkurikulumsaEdukasyonsaPagpapakatao (ESP) BAITANG10
NILALAMAN (ContentStandard) PAMANTAYANG PANGNILALAMAN (ContentStandard) PAMANTAYAN SAPAGGANAP (Performance Standard) MGSANGAANA PAMPAGKAKA (LEARNING CODE UNANMARKKAAHAN:AngMoralnaPagkatao Pamantayang Pangnilaman Naipaamamalamaggmag-aaralangangpag-unawasconsepungoldsappakatakatakatatatatataato ngtaupangapapapaitumumosnmaipeppensapinacasia.
BatayangKonsepto Angpag-unawasakahalagahanngpagkilosayonsapagkataongtaoaydaantungosapagiging moralnanilalang. 1.AngmgaKatangian ngPagpapakatao Naipamamalasng mag-aaralangpag- unawasamga katangianng pagpapakatao. Nailalapatngmag- aaralangmga tiyaknahakbang upang paunlarinangmga katangianng pagpapakatao. 1.1Natutukukoyangmgakatangg pagpapakatao EsP10MP -Ia-1.1
1Nasusuriangsarilikunganong katangianngpagpapakataoang makatutulongsapagag kloppa 't ibangpapelsabuhay (up EsP10MP -Ia-1.2 1.3Napatutunayannaangpag-unlad samgakatangianngpaapakatao ayinstrumentosapagnapnao sakaniyangyangmisyun7saytungo EsP10MP -Ib-1.3 1.4Nailapatangmatiacna hakbangupangpaunlarinanga katangianngngpagpapakatao EsP10MP -Ib-1.4 Pangkalahatang Pamantyan Guepamalasngaaralangag-unamgagoconcontsutapak, makataongkilos,pagpahalagangmoralatmgaisyungmoralatnagpapasiyatkumikilosnang maypreperensyasakabutihanupangmagingmatataagigstnangmgyungmoralat impluwensyangkapaligiran. All rights are reserved. No part of this material can be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means - electronic or mechanical, including photocopying - without the written permission of depEd's
Central Office. First edition, 2015. 13. D EPED C O PY XVI NILALAMAN (ContentStandard) PAMANTAYANG PANGNILAMAN (ContentStandard) PAMANTAYAN SAPAGGANAP (Performance Standard) MGAKASANAYANG PAMMAGKATATO (Training Competence) CODE 2.AngMataasna GamitatTunguhin ngIsipatKilos-Loob (Will) Naipamamalasng mag-aaralangpag- unawasamga konseptotungkolsa paggamitngisipsa
paghahanapng katotohananat paggamitngkilos- loobsapaglilingkod/ pagmamahal. Nakagawaang mag-aaralngmga angkopnakilos upangmaipakita angkayahang hanapinang katotohananat maglingkodat magmahal. 2.1Natutukukoyanggamitattunguhin ngisipatkilos-loobsaangkopna sitwasyon EsP10MP -Ic-2.1Nasusurikungginamitnangtama angisipatkilos-looba tungukhinnggaito ESP10MP -Ic-2.2 2.3Naipalivaniananganghipatoslobaigangagamamangamangs pagahanappangkatohananaananatas palilingkod/pagEsP10MP -Ic-2.3 2.4Nakagagagawangmgagagagagagapna kilosupangmaipakitaang kakayahanghanapinang katotohananatmaglingkodat magmahal EsP10MP -Ic-2 .4 3.Paghubogng Konsensiyabataysa LikasnaBatasMoral Naipamamalasng mag-aaralangpag- unawasakonsepto ngpaghubogng konsiyensiyabatay saLikasnaBatas Moral.
Nakagawaang mag-aaraling angkoplakilos upangitamaang mgamaling pasiyangginawa. 3.1Nakikilaangmgayugtong konsensiyasa pagsusuriopagninilaysamp pagpapasiyangginawa EsP10MP -Id-3.1 3.2Nakapsusuringmgapasiyang ginbatawaaysamgaPrinsipyong LikasnaTasMoral EsP10MP -Id-3.2 3.3Napatutunayannaang konsensiyangnahubogbataysa LikasnaBatasMoralaynaynagsisilbing gabaysatamangppapasiyaat pagkilos
EsP10MP -Ie-3.3 All rights reserved. No part of this material can be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means - electronic or mechanical, including photocopying - without the written permission of depEd's Central Office. First edition, 2015. 14. D EPED C O PY XVII NILALAMAN (ContentStandard) PAMANTHAYAN PANGNILAMAN (ContentStandard) PAMANTAYAN SAPAGGANAP (Performance Standard)
MGAKASANAYANG PAMMAGKATATO (Training Competence) CODE 3. Paghubogng Konsensiyabataysa LikasnaBatasMoral Naipamamalasng mag-aaralangpag- unawasakonsepto ngpaghubogng konsiyensiyabatay saLikasnaBatas Moral. Nakagawaang mag-aaraling angkoplakilos upangitamaang mgamaling pasiyangginawa. 3.4Nakagagangangangkopnakilos bataysakonsengangugung ЭсП10МП-Ie-3.4 ЭсП10МП-Ie-3.4
PaggamitngKalayaan Naipamamalasng mag-aaralangpag- unawasatunayna kahuluganng kalayaan. Nakagawaang mag-aaralngmga angkopnakilos upangmaisabuhay angpaggamitng tunaynakalayaan: tumugonsatawag ngpagmamahalat paglilingkod. 4.1Natutukukoyangmgapasiyaatkilos natumutugonsatunaunaunaagamit ngkalayaan EsP10MP -If-4.1 4.2Nasususuriangtunaynaynakahanagan ngkalayaan EsP10MP -If-4.2
4.3Naipilialwanakakakakananagonsatawagngngpagmamamahal atpaglilingkod EsP10MP -Ig-4.4Nakagagagagagawangmggggkopna kilosupangmaisabuyang paggamitngtunaynaayakalan: tumugonsatunagawagpagpagmamahal atpaglilingkod EsP10MP -Ig-4.4 All rights reserved. No part of this material can be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means - electronic or mechanical, including photocopying - without the
written permission of depEd's Central Office. First edition, 2015. 15. D EPED C O PY 8 NILALAMAN (ContentStandard) PAMANTAYANG PANGNILALAMAN (ContentStandard) PAMANTAYAN SAPAGGANAP (Performance Standard) MGAKASANAYANG PAMMAGKATOTO (Training Competence) CODE ICALAANGMARKAHAN:AngMakatataongKilos Naypalamamalasnggmag-aaralanangpagunawasonsepungkoldkolsamakikakutsupuang macapagapiyanprenpengasapinasakisaitangangashitnainytsunamunamrammalimplenis ngkapaligian. BatayangKonsepto Angpag-unawasamgakonseptongmoralidadngkilosaygasaygagagpilingmoralnapasiyaat kilossagitnangmgaisyungmoralatimpluwuwensyangkapaligiran. 5.AngPagkukusang MakataongKilosat MgaSalikna Nakaaapektosa PananagutanngTao saKahihinatnan
KilosatPasiya Naipamamalasng mag-aaralangpag - unawasakonsepto ngpagkukusang makatakilosat mgasaliksa nakaaapekto Nakapagsusuriang mag-aaralng: a.sarilingkilosna dapat panaguta nakanatgagawang paraanupang maging mapanagutan sapagkilos b.sarilibataysa mgasalikna nakaaapektosa pananagutan ngtaosa ka hihinatnanj kilosatiyan atagaggawa 5.1Nakikilala: a.namaypagkukusasa makataongkiloskung
nagmumulaitosamalayang pagsasagawangkilos-loobsa pamamatnubayngisip. b.angbawatsaliknanakaaapekto sapananagutanngtaosa kahihinatnananangiyangkilosat pasiya EsP10MK-IIa-5.1 5.2Nakapagsusuring: a.mgakilosnamayp anagoutant b.mgasitwasyongnakaaapektosa pagkukuasasakilosdahilsa kamangmangan, masidhing damdamin,takot,karahasanat gawi EsP10MK-IIa-5.2 All rights reserved. No part of this material can
be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means - electronic or mechanical, including photocopying - without the written permission of depEd's Central Office. First edition, 2015. 16 years old. D EPED C O PY XIX NILALAMAN (ContentStandard) PAMANTAYANG PANGNILALAMAN (ContentStandard) PAMANTAYAN SAPAGGANAP (Performance Standard) MGAKASANAYANG PAMMAGKATATO (Training Competence)
CODE 5 . AngPagkukusang MakataongKilosat MgaSalikna Nakaaapektosa PananagutanngTao saKahihinatnanng KilosatPasiya Naipamamalasng factory factors that influence responsibility for the consequences of decision-makers are also willing to lie. steps to the formation of his ability to solve 5.3Indecession: a.Coincidence (deliberate) and inner humanity, mental illness, thus responsible for its consequences (good evil). b.
Impact on ignorance, strong feelings, fears, violence and practices that are responsible for its consequences because of frustration. EsP10MK -IIb-5.3 5.4Set: a.m. independent and capable of being responsible for b.Self-based actions that affect the consequences of a responsible person and decision-making measures to form your decision to correct EsP10MK -IIb-5.4 All rights are reserved. No part of this material has been
reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means - electronic or mechanical photocopy - without written permission from DepEd's Central Office. First edition, 2015. 17. D EPED C or PY xX CONTENT (ContentStandard) STANDARDS (ContentStandard) OCCURRING STANDARDS (Performance Standard) Learning Skills (Training Competence) CODE 6.Purpose, Method, Circus, and Consequences of Mankind can be
demonstrated by the understanding, methods of civil rights activists. Analyzed students' righteousness in a personal decision-making situation based on her circumstances, methods and circumstances. 6.1Naipaliliwanaganglayunin,paraan atsirkumstansiya,atkahihinatnan ngmakataongkilos EsP10MK -IIc-6.1 6.2Nakapagsusuringkabutihano kasamaanngsarilingpasiyaokilos saisangsitwasyonbataysa layunin,paraan,sirkumstansiya,at
kahihinatnannito EsP10MK -IIc-6.2 6.3Napatutunayannaanglayunin, paraan,sirkumstansiya,at kahihinatnanngkilosay nagtatakdangpagkamabutio pagkamasamanito EsP10MK -IId-6.3 6.4Nakapagtatayangkabutihano kasamaanngpasiyaokilossa isangsitwasyongmaysuliranin (dilemma)bataysalayunin,paraan sirkumstansiya,atkahihinatnan nito EsP10MK -IId-6.4 7.AngKabutihano KasamaanngKilos AyonsaPaninindigan, GintongAralat
Pagpapahalaga Naipamamalasng mag-aaralangpag- unawasakabutihan okasamaanngkilos ayonsa pagpapahalaga. Corrected false mobility of students, deciding to appreciate highly. 7.1 Determined to Judge the Evil Standing, Golden and High Values EsP10MK-IIe-7.1 7.7.72 Analysis examines the highly valued conspiracy theorist EsP10MK-IIe-7.2 All rights protected. No part of this material has been reproduced or transmitted in
any form or by any means - electronic or mechanical photocopy - without written permission from DepEd's Central Office. First edition, 2015. 18. D EPED C OR PY xxI CONTENT (ContentStandard) STANDARDS (ContentStandard) PAMANTAYAN SAPAGGANAP (Performance Standard) MGAKASANG PAMPAKATUTO (Training Competence) CODE 7.AngKabutihano CasaamaangueKilos AyonsaPanindindigan, GintongAralat
Pagpapalag Naipamalasng mag-aaraalangag-unasakabutihan okasaaman Naitatamang mag-aaralang isangmalingkilos sapamamagitan ngpagpapasiya gamitangmas mataasna pagpahalaga. 7.3Nailivalivanyannyakasasas nararapatnagamitbatayana paggsgangabutihakasanaasan ngkilosangCatusang Walang Pasubali, GintongAralat EsP10MK -IIf-7.3 7.4Naitatatamaangangisangmalinglossaagatagggargawang Paninidigan,
GintongAral, atmas mataasnapagpahalaga EsP10MK -IIf-7.4 8.MgaYugUgong MakataongKilosat MgaHakbangsa Moralna Pagpapas Naipamamamasng mag-aaralangpag- unawasamga yugtongmakaagag kilosatgamha Nakapagsusuriang mag-aaralng sarilingkilosat pasiyabataysa mgayugtong makataongkilosat nakagagawang planoupang maitamaangkilos opasiya. 8.1 Naipalalivanvanagangbawatugu makataongkisatmgahakbang
samoralnapagpapasiya EsP10MK-IIg-8.1 8.2Natutukoyangmgakilo sat pastiyangnagavan umayonsawatututkilos EsP10MK-IIg-8.2Naypalanivanyanananawatawatawato Ngmakatagkilos EsP10MK-IIg-8.2 8.3Naypalanivanyannyanyawatawatagto Ngmakatagkilos Chinaan ngkahalagahanngdeliberasyonng isipatkatatagankilos-loobsa paggawangmoralnapasiyat kg EsP10MK -IIh-8.3 8Nakapagsusur ingsarilingmgakilos
atpasiyabataysamgayugtong makataongkilosatnakagagawang planoupangmaitaangmga kilosopasiya EsP10MK -IIh-8.4 All rights reserved. No part of this material can be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means - electronic or mechanical, including photocopying - without the written permission of depEd's Central Office. First edition, 2015. 19. D EPED C O PY XXII NILALAMAN (ContentStandard) PAMANTYANG
PANGNILAMAN (ContentStandard) PAMANTAYAN SAPAGGANAP (Performance Standard) MGAKASANG PAMMAGKATUTO (Training Competence) CODE IKATLONGMARKAHAN:MgagunPanahingBirtudpa Antayantan Pangnilaman Nipamamalasnggmag-aaraalangpag-unawasgaconsepungsksamgagagang moralitangapapapapagatakachiakilatsubuluuluaatuluaatana sacapwaatacakapagiran. BatayangConsepto Angpagunawasakonssampagaagaagaagaaganagalagaganagalanagalanagalanaganaylangangan macapagpasiaatmakylakinesnaiptranspercasakasakibatsuchihan. 9.Meingatna Paguhusga (Prudence) Naipamalasng mag-aaralangpag-unawasamangang napaguhuhusga (prudence). Nakagawaang mag-aaralingmg angkoplakilosna nagpakakitang meingatna paguhusga. 9.1Natutukukoyangmgakilosna nagpapakitangmaingatna paghuhusga
EsP10PB -IIIa-9.1 9.2Nasusuriangmgakilosna nagpapapakitangmaingatna paghuhusga EsP10PB -IIIa-9.9.2 9.3Napatutunnaangmayantgna paghuhusgaaymahalagang kasanayansatamangpagpapasiya upangmapaunladpanpanndigan sapagpapakatao EsP10PB -IIIb-9.3 9.4Nakagagawangmggaangkopna Court EsP10PB -IIIb-9.4 10.LoveSa City Displaced students love in the country. A student who is properly mobilized to
demonstrate a love for the people (patriotism). 10.1Ody testimony in the city center EsP10PB -IIIc-10.2 Judge appropriate response measures This is a disaster that should be considered as EsP10PB -IIIc-10.2 EsP10PB -IIIc-10.2 All rights reserved. No part of this material has been reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means - electronic or mechanical photocopy - without written permission from DepEd's Central Office.
First edition, 2015. 20. D EPED C or PY XXII Content (ContentStandard) STANDARDS (ContentStandard) STANDARDS FOR PERFORMANCE (Performance Standard) Learning Skills (Learning Competence) CODE 10.Love Town Students understanding the love of the country. A student who is properly mobilized to demonstrate a love for the people (patriotism). Love 10.3 Suspicious Cities reflect efforts to integrate the fictional and
development of EsP10PB -IIId-10.3 10.4 Advocates for Public Action to demonstrate love for EsP10PB -IIId-10.4 11.Protection Nature . A demonstration of concern for nature. Provided students with the opportunity to take appropriate measures to demonstrate the care of nature. 11.1 Enlightening the importance of nature EsP10PB -IIIe-11.11.2 Identifies the violations that exist in EsP10PB -IIIe-11.21.3 Rationalization: a.All citizens of
the same world because we live in a single nature (Mother Nature) b.Australian nature (stewards) and do not dominate the next generation. c. Buried nature EsP10PB -IIIf-11.3 All rights reserved. No part of this material has been reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means - electronic or mechanical photocopy - without written permission from DepEd's Central Office. First edition, 2015. 21. D EPED C or PY xxiv CONTENT
(ContentStandard) STANDARDS (ContentStandard) STANDARDS FOR PERFORMANCE (Performance Standard) LiteraCY SKILLS (LearningCompetencies) CODE 11.Care Nature Demonstrative understanding of nature. Provided students with the opportunity to take appropriate measures to demonstrate the care of nature. 11.4 Adapted movements to demonstrate protection SP10PB -IIIf-11.4 12.Estalia and Faith Demonstrative
students understand the ingredients and spirituality. Working students are able to develop proper self-reliance and spirituality. taobilangespiritwalnanilalang EsP10PB -IIIg-12.1 12.2Nasusuriangsarilingugnayansa Diyos EsP10PB -IIIg-12 .2 12.3Nahihinukhana: a.Nasapagsisikapnahanapinang kahulugannggbuhay,hindiang mgabagaynamateryal,angagigingespiritwalngtao. b.Angpagsisikapnamapanatili angugnayansaDiyos,bilang
indikasyonngpagigingispiritwal, angnagpapatibaysaating pananampalataya. c. Nipakikitaangtuna panampatayyasapag-ibigsa kapwaatprepercias kabutihan. EsP10PB -IIIh-12.3 All rights reserved. No part of this material can be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means - electronic or mechanical, including photocopying - without the written permission of depEd's Central Office. First edition, 2015. 22 years old. D EPED C
O PY xxv NILALAMAN (ContentStandard) PAMANTAYANG PANGNILALAMAN (ContentStandard) PAMANTAYAN SAPAGGANAP (Performance Standard) MGAKASANAYANG PAMMAGATUTO (Learning Competence) CODE 12.Esp Iritwalidadat Pananampalataya Naipamamalasng mag-aarala Nakagawaang mag-aaralng angkopnakilos upangmapaunlad angsari pananampalataya atespiritwalidad.
12.4Nakagagagawangmgaangkopna kilosupangmapaunladangariling pananampalatayaat espiritwalidadEsP10PB -IIIh-12.4 IKAAPATNAMARKAN:AngAkingPosisyonsamgaIsyungMoral Pamanta Jan Pangnilalaman Naypaamalasgaggagg-aaraalangpag-unawasamgyongmoralupmangmagunaungagna pandigandigansagutsitangabyngibaba'tibangangauzamgaugsysungutuatumpuwenmpuensyan ngkapaligirraniran. BatayangKonsepto
Angpag-unawasamgaisyungmoralaynakatutulongsapagbuongmapaninindigangpananaw bataysaapatnapangunahingbirtudougali (cardinalvirtues)atanimnapangunahing pagpapahalagangmoral (coremoralvalues). 13.MgaIsyuTungkolsa Buhay (Paggamitng droga, Aborsyon, Pagpapatiwakal, Euthanasia) Naipamamalasng mag-aaralangpag- unawasamga gawaingtaliwassa batassDiyosatsa kasagraduhanng buhay. Nakagawaang magaaralng sarilingpahayag tungkolsamga gawaingtaliwassa batasngDiyosat sakasagraduhan ngbuhay. 13.1Natutukukoyangmgagawaing taliwassabatasngDiyosatsa kasagraduhanngbuhay EsP10PI -IVa-13.1 13.2Nasusuriangagaagawaingtaliwas sabangDiyosatsa kasagraduhanngbuhay EsP10PI -IVa-13.2Nasusuriangagahamagangtaliwas sabangDiyosatsa kasagraduhanngbuhay EsP10PI -IVa10PI -IVa-13.13.1 2
13.3Napatunayanna: Angpagbuongposisyontkolsa mgaisyungmaykinalamansa paninindiganngiganngtaosapagmahal niyasabubuybilangkaloobng Diyosaykaikaikaiganupang mapatibaatingyangpagkilalasa EsP10PI -IVb-13.3 All rights reserved. No part of this material can be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means - electronic or mechanical, including photocopying - without the written permission of depEd's Central
Office. First edition, 2015. 23. D EPED C O PY xxvi NILALAMAN (ContentStandard) PAMANTAYAN PANGNILAMAN (ContentStandard) PAMANTAYAN SAPAGGANAP (Performance Standard) MGAKASANAYANG PAMMAGKATUTO (Training Competence) COD 13.MgaIsyuTungkolana Buhay (Paggamitng droga, Abors Unawasamga unawasamga God-like law in the sanctity of life. The self-proclaimed expression of God-like law
may contradict the sacred sanctity of life. His sublime and powerful man is like God. 13.4Cliff statements about the contradiction of survivors EsP10PI-IVb-13.4 14.Sexuality (Pre-maritalsex, Pornography Sexual abovenation, prostitution) demonstrated student sexual sharpness, prostitution). A clear position has been reached on the issue of dignity and sexuality. 14.1 Certain officials associated with the humiliation of the dignity of the
attack EsP10PI -IVc-14.14.2 Analysis related to the infinity of dignity and sexuality EsP10PI-IVc-14.2 14.3Receveces questions, related to respect sexuality hundreds of clear positions on the importance of respecting the general EsP10PI -IVd-14.3 14.34.34 Clarification of the positions of insulating disrespect and sexuality EsP10PI -IVd-14.4 All rights reserved. No part of this material has been reproduced or transmitted in any form or
by any means - electronic or mechanical photocopy - without written permission from DepEd's Central Office. First edition, 2015. 24. D EPED C OR PY xxvii CONTENT (ContentStandard) STANDARDS FOR Playing Standards (Performance Standards) FACTORIES (Training Competence) CODE 15.Icmorals About Exploitation Violation- Whistleblower, CODE 15.EssenceMoral About Whistle Breaking, Plagiarism, IntellectualIty)
Demonstrative Students Understand the Issue of Reality Violations (Talking to Them About Violations). Forming student steps to apply truth to apply truth. 15.1Natutukoyangmgaisyungkaugnay sakawalanngpaggalangsa katotohanan EsP10PI -IVe-15.1 15.2Nasusuriangmgaisyungmay kinalamansakawalanngpaggalang sakatotohanan EsP10PI -IVe-15.2 15.3Napatutunayanna:Angpagiging mulatsamgaisyutungkolsa
kawalanngpaggalangsa katotohananaydaanupangisulong atisabuhayangpagiging mapanagutanattapatnanilalang EsP10PI -IVf-15.3 15.4Nakabubuongmgahakbangupang maisabuhayangpaggalangsa katotohanan EsP10PI -IVf-15.4 16.MgaIsyutungkol saPaggawa (Paggamitng kagamitanatoras satrabaho,Sugal, Gameofchance, Paggamitngorasat kagamitansa trabaho, Magkasalungatna interes(Conflictof interest)at Naipamamalasng
mag-aaralangpag- unawasamgaisyu tungkolsapaggawa (Paggamitng kagamitanatoras satrabaho,Sugal, Gameofchance, Paggamitngorasat kagamitansa trabaho, Nakagagawaang mag-aaralng posisyontungkol saisangisyusa paggawaat paggamitng Power. paggawaatpaggamitng kapangyarihan EsP10PI -IVg-16.1 16.2Nasusuriangmgyutungkolsa paggawaatpaggamitng kapangyarihan EsP10PI -IVg-16.2 16.3Napatutunayanna:
Angpagkakaroonngmatibayna paninindigansapaggawaattamang paggamitngkapangyarihanay daanparasamapanagutang. EsP10PI -IVh-16.3 All rights reserved. No part of this material can be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means - electronic or mechanical, including photocopying - without the written permission of depEd's Central Office. First edition, 2015. 25. D EPED C O PY xxviii NILALAMAN (ContentStandard)
PAMANTAYANG PANGNILAMAN (ContentStandard) PAMANTAYAN SAPAGGANAP (Performance Standard) MGAKASANAYANG PAMMAGKATATO (Training Competence) CODE Paggamitng Kapangyariarihan (Pakikipagsabwatan, Panunuhol, Bribery, Rollback, Nepotismo) Magkasalungatna interes (Conflict of Interest)at Paggamitng Kapangyarihan (Pakikipagsabwatan , Panunuhol (bribery), Kickback, Nepotismo).
16.4Nakabubuongmataganapion wolfkolsamgaisapagagat paggamitng kapangyarihan ESP10PI -IVh-16.4 All rights reserved. No part of this material can be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means - electronic or mechanical, including photocopying - without the written permission of depEd's Central Office. First edition, 2015. 26. D EPED C O PY xxix Kto12BASICEDUCATIONCURRICULUM CODEBOOKLEGEND
Sample:EsP10PB-IIIg-12.1 LEGENDSAMPLE FirstEntry LearningArea andStrand/ Subjector Specialization Edukasyonsa Pagpapakatao EsP 10 GradeLevelBaitang10 UppercaseLetter/s Domain/Content/ Component/ Topic AngPagpapahalaga atBirtud PB - RomanNumeral *Zeroifnospecific quarter QuarterIkatlongMarkahanIII LowercaseLetter/s *Putahyphen(-)in betweenlettersto indicatemorethana specificweek
WeekIkapitonglinggog - ArabicNumberCompetency NakapagpapaLiwanag ngkahalagahanng pangangalagasa kalikasan 12.1 DOMAIN/COMPONENTCODE TungkulinKoSaAkingSariliatPamilyaPKP MahalKo,KapwaKoP ParaSaKabutihanngLahat,SumunodTayoPPP PaggawangMabuti,KinalulugdanngDiyosPD PagkilalaatPamamahalasamgaPagbabagosa Sarili PS AngPagkataongTaoPT AngPagpapahalagaatBirtudPB
AngPakikipagkapwaP MgaIsyusaPakikipagkapwaIP AngPapelngLipunansaTaoPL AngTungkulinngTaosaLipunanTT MgaKaugnaynaPagpapahalagasaPaggawaKP MapanagutangPagpaplanongKursong AkademikooTeknikal-Bokasyonal,Siningat Isports,NegosyooHanapbuhay PK AngMoralnaPagkataoMP AngMakataongKilosMK AngAkingPosisyonsamgaIsyungMoralPI All rights reserved. No part of this material can be reproduced or
transmitted in any form or by any means - electronic or mechanical, including photocopying - without the written permission of depEd's Central Office. First edition, 2015. 27. D EPED C O PY 1 Edukasyon sa Pagpapakatao Baitang 10 Unang Markahan Gabay sa Pagtuturo sa Modyul 1: ANG MGA KATANGIAN NG PAGPAPAKATAO Bilang ng Oras: 4 I. Pag-uugnay Standards for Learning and Management Skills The student
demonstrates an understanding of the characteristics of character standards in performance: A student applies specific steps to develop character characteristics is what is the most important message a student needs to understand and demonstrate? Progress in the characteristics of humanity is a tool for man, fulfilling the mission of his life to his happiness. What is witness understanding? Specific steps to develop characteristics of
characteristics What ability should be demonstraved to understanding? Exploring yourself, what characteristics of a character can help fulfill the different roles of life (to fulfill your mission in life) What knowledge is needed to demonstrate understanding? Determine the characteristics of humane standards in the basic concept of applying learning skills All rights reserved. No part of this material has been reproduced or transmitted in
any form or by any means - electronic or mechanical photocopy - without written permission from DepEd's Central Office. First edition, 2015. 28. D EPED C OR PY 2 II. Coordinating assessment of CP1 Learning Skills Assessment: Role-playing Creative Methods of Writing Developed Personal Statement Mission in Life (PPMB) KP2: Identifying different roles in life and activities that can help accomplish the mission of Personal
Statement of Life (PPMB) Identifying characteristics that reflect the work that will help perform PPMB KP3 : Responding to questions in the Settings Section : Responding to the matrix of the application plan of my personal statement of my personal mission statement (PPMB) Record possible actions that can be taken to develop self-improvement characteristics in the development of specific characteristics development plans during the
week of TRAINING KP1 Skills : Determining the characteristics characteristics of KP2: Self-identification, what characteristics of a character can help to perform different roles in life (fulfill your mission in life) FP3: Proved: that progression in the characteristics of humanity are tools in achieving its mission in life to its happiness KP4: Certain steps are applied to the development of the characteristics of mankind. All rights are reserved.
No part of this material has been reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means - electronic or mechanical photocopy - without written permission from DepEd's Central Office. First edition, 2015. 29. D EPED C OR PY 3 III. Training Plan WHAT DO YOU HAVE TO DEMONSTRATE? 1. Discuss the introduction on Page 1 of Module 1. It's important to link the current lesson in Second Mark 7 modules to help students
understand the amount of learning they have and how connected it is to the current module. 2. It is important that students struggle from the outset to ensure that their interests are available for tasks. Some students may name their experiences in relation to the previous sentence in this section. 3. Do students read an important question at the top of the section on page 1. 4. Then reflector and sharply identify (learning skills) for
module 1. 5. Say: Do you have any desire to explain the goals that have been read? Note: The training module does not mention the entire CP3 to avoid the immediate presentation of the Basic Concept. It is important to ensure that by skipping activities and the fullness of the lesson, they can weaken the basic concept. Initial Forecerlary: Assessing a student's knowledge on the topic on LEVEL Knowledge, SKILLS (process/skills),
and UNDERSTANDING (understanding concepts) 1. Read the preliminary assessment guide on page 2 - 4 modules. Ask them: Is there anything that should be clarified in the sentences? 2. Do students respond to a pre-foreclosure within 10 to 15 minutes. 3. Possess or write correct answers on the board in your initial assessment. 4. Use its results to evaluate skills that require more in-depth discussion. 5. Let students sign a
assignment and assign them to use it compared to the results of their response after reading Deeper. All rights are reserved. No part of this material has been reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means - electronic or mechanical photocopy - without written permission from DepEd's Central Office. First edition, 2015. 30. D EPED C Or PY 4 Note: It is important for students to understand that regardless of the outcome of
the original forecracy, this will not be part of providing a sign, but a life-saving reduction in its progress. Once the basic concept has been taken, students will again respond to predictions to determine their level of understanding of concepts and whether their ability to evolve in decision-making and action using characteristics. B. Discovery of Dating KNOWLEDGE: Evaluate previous ideas of students on the subject based on
experience, so that the teacher can identify false knowledge of students (misconceptions or alternative concepts). Work 1 1. Having a task 1 in Opening of previous Studies with students on page 4 - 5 Module 1. 2. Read the sentence and then ask: Is there anything necessary to clarify in the sentences? 3. Give 5 to 10 minutes to students to complete the first group task. 4. Students will then answer questions in room 3, page 5. 5.
Assign students to be humiliated for clicking a person in creative techniques. 6. After a role-playing game, students will answer questions in number 5, page 5. 7. Make sure that training can be used in previous tasks to link it to future tasks. Work 2 1. Do students make 2 in the Student Discovery section on page 6. 2. Read the sentence and then ask: Is there anything necessary to clarify in the sentences? 3. Give students 10-15
minutes to complete the task. 4. Then answer the questions in numbers 1 and 2, page 6. 5. Be sure to use training in previous tasks to link it to future tasks. All rights are reserved. No part of this material has been reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means - electronic or mechanical photocopy - without written permission from DepEd's Central Office. First edition, 2015. 31. D EPED C or PY 5 C. DEVELOPMENT OF
SKILLS, SKILLS, AND UNDERSTANDING Goals: Help students answer an important question (MT) and get a basic concept (BK) using the skills of a learner from experience 1. You can start this section by studying. It is important to ensure that students continue to learn to ensure that they can relate learning to the next challenge. Students will have to reassign their discoveries of previous assignments. 2. Then the student read the
Sentence and then say: Is there anything necessary to clarify in the sentence? 3. Work 3 in the Cultivation of Knowledge, Skills and Understanding section on page 7 of Module 1. 4. Give students 10 to 15 minutes to complete the task. 5. Then guide students to form diabetes in each group and share the output with each other within three minutes. 6. Share answers that are the same as the group. For example: the roles and tasks of
life that can help fulfill different roles in life. Each group will be unelected. 8. Students have to answer questions later. 9. Perform a class. Make sure all students' responses are written on the board to draw attention to the important concepts they have shaped from the work. It is important to be open to student questions. Ensure that students are gradually guided by the Basic Concept. that the basic concept in this section is gradually
getting clarity. 12. You can ask an important question in this section again and answer some students. D. Deepening Goals: A Guide to Students to Answer an Important Question (MT) and Get basic concept (BK) through reading, which contains ideas and in-depth explanations on a topic based on EsPN disciplines - ethics and career leadership. (The teacher of the writer developed reading using reliable books, prints and nonprints.)
All rights are reserved. No part of this material has been reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means - electronic or mechanical photocopy - without written permission from DepEd's Central Office. First edition, 2015. 32. D EPED C Or PY 6 Note: This is useful if the essay should be read to students as an assessment. 1. Before you start deepening, the teacher can return to the question of what you would demonstrate? In
every action, what image of a person can I consist of myself? 2. Encourage students to explain their answers in a number of reasons. 3. Say: Now we will seek to understand important concepts on this subject with the help of the reader. Let's see if there will be a change in your responses after understanding the content of the reading. 4. Read the general essay on page 9 - 15. Give them 15 - 20 minutes to read it. 5. Invite the student
to read each section and ask him or her for an understanding of it. If he misunderstands a point, ask a question to direct it into establishing the correct understanding (or paraphrasing). Note: It is important that students understand each section of reading and its completeness, so that they can obtain concepts that are windowed into moral philosophy. 6. It is recommended that creativity is not inept for the student. 7. Performing creative
presentations such as recording and applying voice over it to make it interesting for students and inspire their interest or attention. But they still have an important reading of the entire essay module so that they can better understand and reflect important concepts. 8. Give students enough time to write down important concepts they have received in reading. Point out the following: the difference between what and who, the three
stages of the human race, are the three characteristics of humanity or man, and love as the development of the value of loved ones. 9. Write ideas on the board that can help you understand the topic and accept the basic concept. 10. make sure that in this section students are ready to get a basic concept. The questions can add if it helps students improve the concept. 11. It is important to ensure that students discover concepts rather
than just give directly to the teacher. The flow of free debate. All rights are reserved. No part of this material has been reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means - electronic or mechanical photocopy - without written permission from DepEd's Central Office. First edition, 2015. 33. D EPED C or PY 7 Note to the Master: Between verses in reading contains boxes that can be used to assess students' understanding in each
reading section. They serve as a formative assessment. It is important not to force the discussion here to keep children overwhelmed and even more incapable of achieving the goal of a full understanding of the whole Basic Concept. Getting a basic concept 1. Students work on the Section Getting basic concept. 2. Assign students to read sentences and say: Is there a need for clarification in the sentence? 3. Repeat with the class an
important question: How can the characteristics of humanity help a person achieve the mission of his life to his happiness? 4. Give each team five minutes to make a general answer to an important question. 5. Assign each group to ponder their results on the board. 6. Give the class five minutes to create a general class response. 7. Learn to read it. Then ask some students for opinions about their teaching from reading. Guide: The
authors of basic concepts are ready to serve as a guide for teachers. But teachers are not deprived of the opportunity to make a basic concept or otherwise additional concepts that are considered an important plant in the hearts and minds of students. All that matters is that the concept-based concept meets the following standard (EDUP-R): Enduring. It should not be old or otherwise calm in changing times. Discipline-based. This
requires a solid foundation that comes from deep learning or research. In EsP, the main discipline is ethics and career management. Needs disclosure. It can be expanded by discussing lessons. The big concept can still be shy in small concepts. Potentially engaging. He needs to stick to the interests and attention of students to make sure they will remember him even after a long period of time. between two variables. It should reflect
the relationship between the two variables. Avoid using the definition when building a basic concept. For example: What good can the concept of thought and action bring to the character and life of students? Here is the basic concept of themes and behavior: Thoughts and actions divide a person, so his choices and actions should lead to truth and righteousness. All rights are reserved. No part of this material has been reproduced or
transmitted in any form or by any means - electronic or mechanical photocopy - without written permission from DepEd's Central Office. First edition, 2015. 34. D EPED C or PY 8 E. Applying learning activities to evaluate students' skills, skills and understanding to take specific steps to shape and develop characteristics. Performance 1. Do students make Act 4 in The Performance section, page 16. 2. Silently read the sentence. Give
them 3 minutes to read. 3. It is important that students understand carefully what they will do, so they should be open to their questions. Ask them: Is there anything unclear about the proposal? 4. Give the class 10 to 15 minutes to complete the task. 5. In class, call a few students to share their completed life during a personal life statement (PPMB). 6. After listening to some exchange students, listen to their reflections on the
completed work. Reflecting 1. Make them work in their law magazines Act 5 in the Reflecting section on page 18. 2. Read the materials and say: is there anything unclear in the proposal? 3. Give students ten minutes to complete this section. 4. Then listen to the responses of some students, invite the class to share it with the class. Appendix 1. Have students develop Act 6 in the Apps section on page 19. 2. Invite students to read the
sentence in silence. Give them 3 minutes to read and say: Is there something unclear in the sentence? 3. Show the class a similar format in the module. Explain each section of it. Guidance students to evaluate resources and listening to the advice of parents and adults to apply characteristics. 4. Give students 10 to 15 minutes to complete the task. 5. Invite students to choose to participate to share what they have done. It is also a
great opportunity for each other to give their suggestions. All rights are reserved. No part of this material has been reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means - electronic or mechanical Without the written permission of DepEd's Central Office. First edition, 2015. 35. D EPED C OR PY 9 6. Implement this process within ten minutes. Record specification /Key to Fixing Theme Skill Response 1. Human beings c 2. Human
understanding d 3. Man as individual score b 4. Face as a person, advertising 5. Stage of human knowledge b 6. Face as Person Score d 7. The characteristics of self-awareness characteristics add up to 8. Characteristics that can get a resume or the essence of the existing C9 Understanding. Characteristics that exist in Love Understanding b 10. Characteristics of human knowledge frame the work of deepening modules 1:
Characteristics of Humanity I. Introduction: Easy to be human, it is difficult for humanity. A. Human Failure B. Human Being II. Three stages of The Creation of Human Beings A. Man as Personality B. Man as Personality C. Man as Personality III. Three Human Characteristics as Personnel: Characteristics of Humanity A. Self-Awareness B. Capable of Receiving a Cv or Essence C. Existing Love (Ens Amans) IV. Humanity Challenge:
Identify and Fulfill Life All Rights Reserved. No part of this material has been reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means - electronic or mechanical photocopy - without written permission from DepEd's Central Office. First edition, 2015. 36. D EPED C Or PY 10 rubric for the application of my personal life statement (PPMB) Kraytiry Performance Level 5 3 - 4 1 - 2 May PPMB in the midst of a plan determined what it wanted
to be or picture its purpose as a person in a short phrase; The brief and clear picture of his confession reflects his various life documents that determine what he wants to be, or the picture of his purpose as a human being in a statement; The image of his sinohousness was briefly and clearly expressed, but he did not reflect his other role in life, referring to it as unclear what he wanted to be or a picture of his purpose as a man in short
udrame; The image of his Chineseness is unclear and does not reflect his various roles in life, identifying his roles in life Full documents, identified according to his age and condition as youth and pupil; There are types that describe each piece of paper; Classes reflect his values as young people complete documents defined by his age and condition as youth and pupil; There are 1 paper without a classification; The classes reflect his
values as youth lack of documents revealed according to his and the state as a youth and a student; There are 2-3 papers without a classification; The classes reflect the appreciation of his youth, as the young man defined his actions on each piece of paper and the time requested for each task corresponding to each piece of paper; The tasks according to his age and condition as youth and learner are realistic; Realistic time on the
task There are activities that do not apply to each piece of paper; The tasks according to his age and condition as youth and learner are realistic; It is unrealistic to spend 1-2 tasks there are activities that are not suitable for each document; Other tasks are unrealistic depending on his age and condition as youth and student unrealistic time for most rights are protected. No part of this material has been reproduced or transmitted in any
form or by any means - electronic or mechanical photocopy - without written permission from DepEd's Central Office. First edition, 2015. 37. D EPED C or PY 11 CRITERIA 10 First Mark Teaching Guidelines in Module 2: THE HIGH USE AND MOTIVATION OF THE TIME: 4 I. Connecting standards to learning and learning standards: Students understand the concept of using thoughts in the search for truth and using consistent
behavior in service/love. Performance Standards: Does Learning to learn appropriate actions to demonstrate the ability to find truth, to serve and to love What is the most important message a student needs to understand and demonstrate? It has been proven that thoughts and actions are used only to seek truth and service/love. What is witness understanding? Taking appropriate action to demonstrate the ability to seek the truth, to
serve and to love What abilities should be demonstrated in understanding? Checking the correct use of mind and behavior according to the currency of them What knowledge is needed to demonstrate understanding? The use and thrust of thought and behavior is determined in the appropriate concept of learning skills all rights reserved. No part of this material has been reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means electronic or mechanical photocopy - without written permission from DepEd's Central Office. First edition, 2015. 38. D EPED C OR PY 12 II. Coordination of CP1 Literacy Skills Assessment: Comparison of bearing ability of human and animal references to the use and introduction of mind and action in the respective CP2: Analysis of the arguments presented giving a reaction if used correctly in mind, and concussion as seen by this
KP3: Explaining the basic concept with the help of the graphic organizer KP4: Holding steps to find an opportunity to show love to both folk learning skills Inside the appropriate SITUATION CP2: Exploring whether the mind and actions were used correctly as they cP3: It is proven that thoughts and actions are used only to search for truth and service KP4: Proof of appropriate actions to demonstrate. All rights are reserved. No part of
this material has been reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means - electronic or mechanical photocopy - without written permission from DepEd's Central Office. First edition, 2015. 39. D EPED C OR PY 13 III. Training Plan A. WHAT DO YOU HAVE TO DEMONSTRATE? 1. Discuss the introduction on page 21 of Module 2. It is important to link the current lesson to previous lessons, especially in Module 1, and when they
were in step 7 to help students understand the amount of learning from them and its connection to current modules. 2. It is important to raise their minds and feelings from the beginning so that they get their interest in performing tasks. 3. Ask students to define a context (the dissertation statement) that describes the topic and should be focused. Students should also identify an important question that should be answered in the
module. 5. Invite students to read four learning skills for this module. 6. Explain to them that they are in charge of coordinating the results of skills training 2.4. 7. It is also explained that four CPs are enshrined in four levels of assessment in Order 73 of 2012). 8. Tell me: Do you have any desire to explain the goals that have been read? Note: The CP3 Skills Module does not mention the total amount of CP3 to avoid immediately
presenting the Basic Concept. It is important to ensure that by skipping activities and the fullness of the lesson, they can weaken the basic concept. Initial Forecerlary: Assessing a student's knowledge on the topic on knowledge, skills (process/skills), and UNDERSTANDING (understanding concepts). (Maybe two parts: Self-assessment thematic skills and multiple selection tests using Bloom's taxonom cognitive purposes) All rights
are reserved. No part of this material has been reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means - electronic or mechanical photocopy - without the written permission of DeppEd Office. First edition, 2015. 40. D EPED C OR PY 14 1. Do students respond to the original Forecest on page 22 - 24 in their notebook. 2. Help students understand the purpose of pre-foreclosure. 3. Is there in each section to read and say: Is there
anything necessary to clarify the writings? 4. Allocate 10 - 15 minutes for Forecurity. Then correct their answers. 5. Use test results to evaluate skills that require deeper discussion. 6. Learner to sign a prognosis and assign them to keep it compared to the final exam. B. Discovering the previous goal of knowing previous knowledge to evaluate previous ideas on the subject based on experience, so that the teacher can identify false
knowledge of students (misconceptions or alternative concepts). It focuses on achieving Learning Skills or Learning Competition (KP1) - Knowledge 1 Goal 1 Purpose of this work is for students to restore what they learn when they are in step 7 about thought and action. Also compare the ability of a person's bearing to an animal. Note: Before discussing this lesson, do the following: 1. Prepare two photos in Act 1 that are large enough
to have on the board. 2. Also write five questions on the chart below the image in five metastrips. 3. Assign students to prepare/bring metastrips and pentel pens to class. Note: It is important to help students understand that regardless of the results of prior uncertainty, this will not be part of the labeling, but an important reflection of their progress. After deepening, students will again respond to the assessment to determine their level
of understanding of concepts and whether their ability to achieve and maintain good for the world has developed. All rights are reserved. No part of this material has been reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means - electronic or mechanical photocopy - without written permission from DepEd's Central Office. First edition, 2015. 41. D EPED C OR PY 15 1. To make the work in this section enthusiastic and interesting, group
in both. Prepare metastrips for use and pen pen for both groups. Write a diagram on the board. 2. Pose image on the board. Allow students to comment on the picture in one minute. Say: I have five questions that need to be placed on the board. The first group will be responsible for human potential, and the second group will be responsible for the ability of animals. Write the group's response to the metastrip and place it in the line in
which it is reserved for it. 3. Do you want to clarify the offer? 4. Students have thrown questions on the board one at a time in the question section in the chart, allowing students enough time to answer each question. Discuss the answers to the guidelines after the task is completed. In this work 2A and 2B In this work, students are called upon to see a person's ability to use mind and action to find the truth and ignore his love for his
neighbor, using situations as an example. Explain the job offer. Ask: Do you want to clarify in the sentences? 2. Give students ten minutes to complete the task. An appointment to get a partner to share. After sharing a partner, ask selected students to share their class answers with questions. Make sure that training can be used at the pace of future tasks. C. DEVELOPMENT OF SKILLS, SKILLS, AND UNDERSTANDING Goals:
Help students answer an important question (MT) and get basic concepts (BK) using student skills from experience. All rights are reserved. No part of this material has been reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means - electronic or mechanical photocopy - without written permission from DepEd's Central Office. First edition, 2015. 42. D EPED C Or PY 16 Challenge 3 This practice aims to assess the use of the mind and
how it affects behavior as well as when the real melody of them is achieved. 1. This may be asked to do so as an assessment. Before this practice, some students may be assigned to prepare to give a conversation to friends Buknoy and Tipboy. Explain the job offer. Tell students that by emphasizing the conversation, they focus on the arguments that friends talk about copying. 3. Call the students assigned to give life to the
conversation between friends Bukna and Tikboy. 4. Appoint students to express their reactions to the arguments mentioned in the conversation. Discuss it as a class. Answer the other five questions afterwards. 6. Help students discover true mental and discipline through this situation. Ensure that students are gradually guided by the Basic Concept. D. Deepening Purpose: A Student Guide to Answer an Important Question (MT) and
Get a Basic Concept (BK) through Reading, which contains ideas and in-depth explanations on the subject based on esPN discipline - ethics and career leadership. Focused on achieving KP 3. Note: It is important that the teacher first examine the concepts contained in the This is. It is also helpful if the teacher prepares outlines of the concepts mentioned in the essay to better guide students to discover and understand them in the
basic concept. It is also useful if the essay is read to evaluate students. Showing creative presentations or videos is essential to inspiring their interest on the subject, but their ability to understand the topic still needs to be celebrated through essays. All rights are reserved. No part of this material has been reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means - electronic or mechanical photocopy - without written permission from
DepEd's Central Office. First edition, 2015. 43. D EPED C OR PY 17 1. Do you have a human or an animal? On the board to awaken the interests of students. The students' guide to reviewing the concept discussed the character of the person in Module 1 as a review. 2. Ask students what potential a person should develop and split to his person. Link it to the current learning theme. 3. Ask students what they knew and understood
about the thought when they were in step 7. So it's about behavior. 4. Let's say: Now we will try to understand important concepts on this subject with the help of the reader. Let's see if there will be a change in your responses after understanding the content of the reading. 5. Invite the student to read each section and ask him or her for an understanding of it. If he misunderstands a point, ask a question to direct it into establishing the
correct understanding (or paraphrasing). 6. Start discussing the contents of the essay. (This section will be useful in this section that the teacher has prepared for the concepts discussed in the essay). 7. This can begin with an explanation of the philosophy of Santo Thomas de Aquino that man consists of spiritual and material nature and a diagram of total character, Stefan. Write a diagram in the Manila newspaper before discussing
this essay. 8. Discuss the characteristics that both have animals and humans, but clarify how they use them differently. 9. Clarize skills that only a person possesses. Also discuss new concepts about the idea that it was not discussed in step 7 is particularly high. 10. Do the same when discussing conversion. 11. Remember, it is important that students understand each section of reading and its completeness, so that they can obtain
concepts in moral philosophy. 12. Write ideas on the board that can help you understand the topic and accept Concept. 13. Be inventive so that this section does not correspond to the student. This is an important lesson in content because it provides an ethical concept on the subject. It is important to ensure that students discover concepts rather than just give directly to the teacher. All rights are reserved. No part of this material has
been reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means - electronic or mechanical photocopy - without written permission from DepEd's Central Office. First edition, 2015. 44. D EPED C OR PY 18 15. After discussing the discussion, they will answer questions in Bettany your understanding. The teacher is also encouraged to be creative in doing this section. It is important that students gradually be guided by the Basic Concept in
this section. Give an important question in this section. There may be concepts that were not clear to them. Encourage students to ask questions related to this topic. Getting the main goals of the concept: Guide students to answer an important question (MT) by obtaining a Basic Concept (BK) with the help of a graphic organizer. 1. Class group in four or five groups. 2. Appoint students to develop a graphic organizer based on their
understanding of the concept of reading. Write it on paper 1/2 Manila. Give them 15 minutes to build it. 3. They board or other prominent areas of the class prominently represent for the entire graphic organizer of the groups. 4. Call the teams to share in the Basic Concept class they have achieved. 5. After the groups are shared, the teacher establishes a similar graphic organizer that the students from the graphic organizer they did.
The students' guide is this. 6. From the graphic organizer is formed, translate the full answers to the display of the basic concept of this module. It is important to remember that this section cannot be overcome. Only through this can students be assured of understanding the Basic Concept. Receiving the Basic Concept will also dictate whether it can move on to the next section of the lesson or that the discussions on the topic should
be richer. 9. Do students answer questions in the Connect The Basic Concept of My Progress as a Human. Note to the Master: Between discussions contains boxes that contain questions that can be used to evaluate students' understanding in each reading section. They serve as a formative assessment. It is important not to force students to complete one day so that students are not overwhelmed with information, because the goal
is to be fully understood The total basic concept. All rights are reserved. No part of this material has been reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means - electronic or mechanical photocopy - without written permission from DepEd's Central Office. First edition, 2015. 45. D EPED C OR PY 19 10. Answer the questions again in Preliminal Forspective. Compare today's result with the first results of their first response. On this
subject the teacher will know if the discussion of this issue should be done. E. Applying Learning Goals: Guide students in performing performance or products, do appropriate action to demonstrate the ability to seek the truth, and serve and love. This performance aims to assess their actions and see their ability to control their feelings. As at the time, overcome stubbornness to achieve the truth and choose the courage to accept what
is right. 1. Invite students to work out in the Performance section as a designated lesson. They can do this in their book activities. 2. Silently read the sentence. Give them three minutes to read. 3. It is important that students understand carefully what they will do, so they should be open to their questions. 4. Remind students that it is important to apply learning in the module to do this work. 5. Think about the work experience in the
classroom and linking it to the lesson. Reflecting on this work, which will give students the opportunity to evaluate and reflect on personal experiences. Also, discover their self-fulfillment. 1. Invite students to work out in the Reflection section. 2. This practice can be given as a designated lesson. You can also ask the class to do the same. If you are asked to do so, appoint them to bring the tools they need. 3. Invite the student to read
the Offer in silence. Give them three minutes to read. Then ask: Is there anything unclear about the proposal? 4. Give students enough time to complete the task. 5. Remember: Give students the opportunity to ask questions on this topic in this section. 6. Write their answers in their notebook/dyornal. All rights are reserved. No part of this material has been reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means - electronic or
mechanical photocopy - without written permission from DepEd's Central Office. First edition, 2015. 46. D EPED C or PY 20 Application This practice aims to make their lives meaningful every day by finding or creating an opportunity to respond to a neighbor's needs or situation. 1. Have students do work in the section Invite students to read the sentence in silence. Give them three minutes to read. 2. Give students enough time to

achieve this goal. This can be done within two weeks. It is their goal to earn students to split to observe and meet the needs of their neighbor and his surroundings. 3. Write daily as a confirmation of your achievement. They are also instructed to record their relationship in life in connection with the performance of the work. The labeling of this output is contained in the module's appendix. 5. Make a lesson by sharing the scope of the
basic concept. Record specification /Key to Fixing Theme Skill Response 1. The knowledge of animals and humans 2 have the same abilities. Understanding 3. Mind Building 4. Action Forecloth b 5. Pretty scientific analysis b 6. Mind Analysis 7. Action Forecloth d 8. Mind Building b 9. Action Forecloth c 10. Animal and Human Understanding Skills B All rights are reserved. No part of this material has been reproduced or transmitted in
any form or by any means - electronic or mechanical photocopy - without written permission from DepEd's Central Office. First edition, 2015. 47. D EPED C Or PY 21 Sketch modules DeepEning 2: High Use and Motivation I. Introduction II. Human Ability 1. Cultivation A.1. Open Terror A.2. Inner Promise B. Think 2. Wanting Culture A. Emotions B. Action III. The abilities of animals and humans vary, but there are different ways of
using them 1. Small 2. Like 3. Movement IV. Um 1. From 2. Fight - Reality - The ability to reflect or meditate - Abstract V. Action 1. Nature 2. From 3. Crazy - Existing Love - Service VI. Summary All Rights Reserved. No part of this material has been reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means - electronic or mechanical photocopy - without written permission from DepEd's Central Office. First edition, 2015. 48. D EPED C or
PY 22 Rubric for work in the choice of skills, Skills and understanding Kraytirya 3 2 1 Knowledge / Understanding - Deep understanding of the situation react - Moral anchor is anchor to the moral basis of the reaction - modez depth of understanding of the situation react - There is a basis. use and tendency of thought and motivation of the organization and clear formation and unreasonable reaction and unreasonable reaction with the
formation and unfounding reaction As the reaction was given to the 4 arguments presented by the 3 arguments presented by 2 arguments presented by all rights protected. No part of this material has been reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means - electronic or mechanical photocopy - without written permission from DepEd's Central Office. First edition, 2015. 49. D EPED C Or PY 23 rubric to explain the basic concept
using the graphic organizer Kraytirya 4 3 2 1 Getting the basic concept that the teacher was not guided by. The concept was adopted with little teacher guidance. The concept has been taken, but requires excessive guidance on the part of the teacher. The concept of leadership was taken as a result of the teacher's guidance as a whole. Explaining the concept clearly explained all the important concepts. There is a concept that is not
clearly explained. There are two concepts not explained. There are three or more concepts that have not been explained. Using a graphic organizer created your own graphic organizer is used to provide or share a basic concept. The graphic organizer was used in the module and duly provided the basic concept using it. The graphic organizer created his own graphic organizer, but did not clearly provide or share the main concept
used. The graphic organizer was used in the module, but did not clearly provide or share the basic concept used. All rights are reserved. No part of this material has been reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means - electronic or mechanical photocopy - without written permission from DepEd's Central Office. First edition, 2015. 50. D EPED C or PY 24 Rubric for performance forecasts Craytiya 3 2 1 Realistic situation is
presented. The situation presented is based on personal experience. The experience of others reduces the situation presented. The situation is not presented. The order of the mind is clear and healthy. The order of reason is not very clear and orderly. The sequence of the idea of righteousness is confusing. The reasons for the situation are not suitable. There is a specific solution plan in relation to the situation presented. The
approach was shown to reach a solution. The solution presented is not very clear. No solution has been presented. All rights are reserved. No part of this material has been reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means - electronic or photocopying - without the written permission of DeppEd's central office. First edition, 2015. 51. D EPED C or PY 25 Rubric for predictions of writing Kraytiry 4 3 2 1 Way of writing - There is a
solid writing style. The expression of thought is clear. - There is the right style of writing. -- He is able to express his thoughts. - Expressed thoughts. - Struggle to express the mind. There is an understanding of high use and turtle mind and behavior. There is an understanding of the use and trunk of the mind and behavior. There is an understanding of thought and action. There is some understanding of thought and action. The
Committee expressed a strong personal plan necessary for the development of mental and internal use. Plans for the development of mental and internal use have been expressed. A way to use thought and behavior is expressed. There are no plans to improve the use of thought and action. All rights are reserved. No part of this material has been reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means - electronic or mechanical
photocopy - without written permission from DepEd's Central Office. First edition, 2015. 52. D EPED C or PY 26 rubric to apply appropriate actions to show the ability to find the truth to serve and love 4 3 2 1 Made ten, ascending opportunities to help or respond to the observed needs of both or the situation of demand. Made eight opportunities to help or respond to observable needs like or situations. Made five opportunities to help or
respond to observable needs like or situations. Three opportunities have been made to help or respond to a neighbor's observable needs or situation. The date and time of each performance have been restored. There is a shortage of date and time of execution. There are about 2 of the dates and time practices. There are 3 of the unaccounted dates and practice times. Names of the people they helped and signed are named. The
situation was properly described. There are names of people who were helped, but have 2 signatures. The situation was described. There is a name of the person helped but has 4 signatures. It is not clear how this is done to describe the situation. There is a name of the person helped but has 5 signatures. The script was not described. Emotions and realization were clear and expressed in written reflection. There is a bit of a lack of
expression of emotion and realization in writing reflection. Emotions and realization were not too pronounced in the experience of writing reflection on the experience. It is not clear what All rights are reserved. No part of this material has been reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means - electronic or mechanical photocopy - without written permission from DepEd's Central Office. First edition, 2015. 53. D EPED C OR PY
27 CRITERIA 10 First Mark InStruction Guidelines in Module 3: SHAPING CONCESSIONS BASED ON NATURAL MORAL LAW As Time: 4 I. Connecting Standards to Learning and Learning Standards: Students understand the concept of concessions based on natural moral law: Students can perform appropriate action to correct bad choices, Conscience, formed on the basis of the Natural Morality Act, serves as a guide to proper
judgment and judgment. What is witness understanding? The right action is done on the basis of conscience formed by the Natural Morality Act What ability should be demonstrated to understanding? Analysis of the choice made on the basis of the principles of natural moral law What knowledge is needed to demonstrate understanding? Consensus stages are recognized for analysis or reflection of a decision made by the standard in
learning based on the concept of applying learning skills All rights reserved. No part of this material has been reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means - electronic or mechanical photocopy - without written permission from DepEd's Central Office. First edition, 2015. 54. D EPED C OR PY 28 II. Coordinating CP1 Literacy Skills Assessment: Writing ways or steps of bona fide KP2: Writing a complete solution and defining
the basis/principle of building A FP3: Answers to questions in SECTION KP4: Forecloth's own ability of consensus to make the right and righteous choice. Write five important lessons out of tasks and read the appropriate steps to change and develop bad choices and actions. Learning Cp1 Skills: Determining the stages of consensus in analyzing or pondering a decision made by CP2: Analyzing decisions made based on the principles
of natural moral law KP3: This check that conscience is formed based on natural moral law serves as a guide in correct judgment and action SP4: Proceedings of appropriate actions based on conscience formed by the Natural Law Act. All rights are reserved. No part of this material has been reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means - electronic or mechanical photocopy without the written permission of DeppEd's
central office. First edition, 2015. 55. D EPED C OR PY 29 III. Training Plan A. WHAT DO YOU HAVE TO DEMONSTRATE? 1. Discuss the introduction on page 42 of Module 3. It is important to link the current lesson to past thought and action lessons to help students understand the value of learning they have and its connection to the current module. 2. It is important that students struggle from the outset to ensure that their
interests are available for tasks. Some students may name their experiences in relation to the previous sentence in this section. 3. Read an important question on the farm on page 42. 4. Then read page 43 and consider the learning goals (learning skills) for module 3. 5. Say: Do you have any desire to explain the goals that have been read? Initial Forecerlary: Assessing a student's knowledge on the topic on LEVEL Knowledge,
SKILLS (process/skills), and UNDERSTANDING (understanding concepts) 1. Read the preliminary page of the 43-45 module assessment guide. Is there a need for clarification in the proposals? 2. Do students respond to a pre-foreclosure within 10 to 15 minutes. 3. Possess or write correct answers on the board in your initial assessment. 4. Use its results to evaluate skills that require more in-depth discussion. 5. The learner sign the
assignment and assign them to use it compared to the results of his response after reading Deeper. Note: The training module does not mention the entire CP3 to avoid the immediate presentation of the Basic Concept. It is important to ensure that by skipping activities and the fullness of the lesson, they can weaken the basic concept. All rights are reserved. No part of this material has been reproduced or transmitted in any form or by
any means - electronic or mechanical photocopy - without written permission from DepEd's Central Office. First edition, 2015. 2015. edukasyon sa pagpapakatao grade 10 teacher's guide pdf. edukasyon sa pagpapakatao grade 10 teacher's guide unit 2. edukasyon sa pagpapakatao grade 10 teacher's guide pdf yunit 2. edukasyon sa pagpapakatao grade 10 teacher's guide yunit 2. edukasyon sa pagpapakatao grade 10 yunit 3
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